FORM II

[See Rule 10(1)]
APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF PERMIT

1. Name of the applicant for permit: (in full):
2. Profession:
3. Full address:
4. Father's name (in case of firm give names and address of partners and persons holding power of attorney to act on behalf of the firm):
5. Name of mineral/ore to be transported:
6. Source from which mineral/ore is procured:
7. Destination to which transportation to be made:
8. Quality and quantity of ore/mineral to be transported. (in tonnes & grade in % of mineral content):
10. Purpose of transportation of ore/mineral
11. Period of which permit is required:
12. Any special ground for grant of permit in favour of the applicant:
13. Licence Number, date & its period of validity, if any No. dt. From dt. to dt..............

Place..................

Date.................. Signature of the applicant